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FINAL ASSIGNMENT Prototype Mutation
General description
In the fourth and last exercise of the studio we worked
on the program and design of the previous domestic
space for an active elderly or young-old, and produced
a mutation in which you maintained or even amplified
the main strategies applied in the Ex03, but
considering the new more public situation. You
designed a speculative, public and also private
habitat, that continues with the same particular
lifestyle but now with a larger scale of friction with the
public and open activities under two main lines of
research:
A.Comercial or business area associated with the
client skills.
B.Transmission of the client knowledge to young
people.

Competition Board example / BIG

Deadline Wednesday 24 Th / 7 pm at the Unit office, second floor.
Public Final Open Exhibition (Friday 26 Th Dec)
Documents
The documents required for the Final assignment will show how your strategies have been implemented on
the site, the client and the specific program designed by each of you. The composition of documents to
present your final proposal needs to show, in the best way as possible, the system proposed, its volumetric
shape, the program layout, the public-private relationships, and of course the reasons related with the
topic of the course; how to design Architecture linked with longevity. To express this clearly, you have to
produce the following documents:
1. Site plan / location and context. (Estimated scale 1/500)
1 A2
2. Process Summary. Diagrams, maps, pictures of models, etc
1 A2
3. Model (Estimated scale 1/100 1/200) Pictures of the model on paper
1 A2
4. Program and systems diagrams (Activities+Movement+Energy+structure, etc)
1 A2
5. The whole set of Plans (Estimated scale 1/200 1/150)*
The necessary ones A2
6. Sections (Estimated scale 1/200 1/150)*
The necessary ones A2
7. Section Materiality (Estimated scale 1/75 1/50)*
1 A2
8. Proposed Atmosphere, Collages or Photomontages, images. Free technique.
1 A2
Notes:
* The scale of accuracy is estimated 1/200 but you can reduce it in the printed format if it is necessary in order to compose and organize
the explanation of the project. The necessary documents could be organize in a different way producing a combination with plans section
or photomontage.
The whole set of documents need to be A2 folded in strictly A3 format and it is also necessary a separated area in the folder labelled :
“Final assignment documents”
Please, dońt forget to put your name and surname in capital letters and your code or number of student

